Ch. Micheal Alexis of Tamalar

Male. White and black
Whelped December 13, 1966
Bred by Helen Davis

Owner: Mrs. Helen George Davis
Knoxville, TN

Alex personifies the elegance and dignity characteristic of the Borzoi. The fine balance of power and delicacy is readily apparent in this head study. These qualities, combined with an affectionate and sensitive temperament are goals in the breeding effort at Tamalar.

Komar of Frontier
Saiga of Grador

Ristovia’s Blue Malinki
Varya of Hensy Hobby Farm

Brizhi of Frontier
Saiga of Grador

Ristovia’s Czar John
Barishnya of Frontier

Ristovia’s Princess Petrouchka
Komar of Frontier

Sunbarr Sonya of Kirklea
Brizhi of Frontier

Sunbarr Moonlight Sonata
Ilya von Bergland German import)